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EXECUTIVESUMMARY
I. The European eel forms a single stock, the adults of which spawn in the Sargasso
Sea. From here, the Gulf Streamtransportsthe young eels (leptocephali)across the
Atlantic Ocean to the coasts of Europe and the Mediterranean.
It is supposed that there is randommixing of the young eels entering European fresh
waters and of the adults returning to the SargassoSea. Genetic studies are needed to
confirm this, but is clear that optimummanagementof stocks requires international
co-operation.
There are few accurate estimatesof eel populationdensitiesin U.K waters. Most are
derived from general fish surveys in which the eel was not the principal target
species. The number of estimatesof eel numbersgreatly exceed those of eel
biomasses.Populationdensities in most watersare generallyless than 5 eels per 100
square metres (500 per hectare).
Age determinationof eels is difficultand the results are often equivocal.The standard
methods of age determinationrecommendedby the EIFAC Woticing Party on Eel
need to be applied routinely to U.K eel populations.
Eels can pass upstream over small weirs, but large weirs and vertical barriers inhibit
their migration. The Severn-Avonis the only U.K river system in which there is a
policy of eel pass construction,althoughpasses exist in the Thames catchmentand on
the River Nene. A proposal to constructpasses in the Thamescatchmentis under
review.
Recommendationsfor further studies of U.K eel populationsare outlined,the most
importantbeing:
- estimates of eel stock densities in a range of rivers
- determinationof age structure of commercialcatches of yellow and silver eels.
- assessmentof the impact of restrictingmigrationon the numbers of female eels
vii
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Backgroundand dm of the study
Since the early 1980s, decreaseshave been observed in the numbers of glass eels caught at
several locations around the coast of Europe,and in the numbers of elvers caught as they
move into rivers. In 1993,a meeting of the EIFAC WorkingPony on Eel focused on the
widespread concern in Europe of the effects of poor recruitment,especially,the impact on
eel fisheries.
This concern arose because low recruitmenthad lasted for a period equivalent to the
average life-span of a mature eel in the northernpart of its range. Thus, a fall in stock
levels, induced by poor recruitment,could generatean increaseddownwardtrend in future
recruitmentbecause fewer mature eels would be returning to the Sargasso Sea to spawn.
However, the EIFAC meeting noted that despite this grave concern for the continued
existence of the fisheries and the welfare of the fishermen,the prospects for stock
enhancementand developmentof Europeanfisherieswere excellent.But they also noted
that major steps in management leading to enhancedfisherieshad not been taken on a
European-widebasis.
Suggestionsas to the factors causing a decreasein the numbers of glass eels and elvers
approachingand entering Europeanrivers include:
natural variations in oceanic conditionsaffectingthe transport of leptocephalifrom the
Sargasso Sea,
commercialoverfishing
loss of riverine habitatthroughthe effect of barriers on the upstream migration ofjuvenile eels,
chemical contaminationof eels at various life-historystages,
the effect of the swim-bladderparasiteAnguillicola crassus(Nernatoda)on the
migration of silver eels to the SargassoSea.
Few accurate data on the status of U.IC eel stocks exist despite the widespreaddistribution
of the species in U.IC fresh waters. Lack of appropriateinformationon the stocks of eels
during their various developmentalstages (elver, yellow (brown) eel, silver eel) will render
managementdecisions regardingeel stock managementdifficult and most will be based
on subjective assessments.
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The OBJECIIVE of this report is to collate current informationon U.K. eel stocks with
reference,where appropriate,to studies of stocks in mainlandEurope and Scandinavia.
Reference is also made to the American eel, Anguilla rostrata(LeSuer),which has also
suffered from decreasedelver recruitment,particularlyin the northernpart of its range.
Throughoutthe report, referencesto eels or elvers relate to the Europeaneel Anguilla
anguilla(L.) unless_otherwisestated.
1.2 Homogeneity of the Europeaneel stocks
Based on the early works of Schmidt (1923), the Europeaneel, Anguilla anguilla(L.), is
usually regarded as forming a single panmictic stock the adult membersof which all
spawn in the Sargassb Sea The resulting leptocephaliare thought to be transported
passively by ocean currentstowards Europe and the Mediterraneancoasts,the journey
taking about two years.
This concept has been challengedrecently by Lecomte-Finiger(1992, 1994),who
suggestedthat the eels approachingEurope are less than one year old. If this is true, then
the leptocephaliand/or glass eels are swimmingmore activelythan hithertothought, or
else they are using some form of selective tidal stream transport.It is clear that, until
more studies are made, the mechanismsand durationof transportof eel leptocephaliin the
north Atlantic will remain an enigma (McCleave, 1993).
There is some evidence of morphologicaldifferences(e.g. total numberof vertebrae)
between elvers from different geographicallocations,althoughthese may arise from local
environmentalinfluences(Sinha, 1967;Harding, 1985).However,more informationon the
genetic make-up of eels throughouttheir distributionis neededto test for the existenceof
separate eel stocks. Marked geographicvariation in eel growthand age at migrationhave
also been demonstrated,but the data are not sufficientto demonstrateif this phenotypic
plasticity is adaptive (Vollestad, 1992).
The present consensus is that the catadromous,panmictic life style of the Europeaneel
prevents any long-termadaptationto local conditions.If this true, then all countrieshave a
responsibilityto maintain and enhance their own populationsfor the generalgood of all
countries. The concept of subsidiaritywithin the EuropeanCommunitycountrieshas no
part to play in this context.
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1.3 Sources of data
Informationon the European eel in general,and of U.K. stocks in particular, is widely
dispersedand data were collectedfrom severalsources:
Scientificpublications:Over 160publicationswere examined from a list of over 260
titles, includingmany from the meetingsof.the EIFAC Working Group on EeL
NRA fish survey reports: Details of eel catchesfrom electrofishingand netting
surveyscarried out by the NRA Regions and their predecessorswere collected, either
as typed internal reports, summariesextractedfrom handwrittennotes, or computer
databases.
UnpublishedPhD and MSc theses.
Unpublisheddata from rivers in southernEnglandcollected by the 'FE (previously the
FreshwaterBiologicalAssociation).
MAFFreports on commercialeel catches.
Commercialcatch statisticsfrom the NRA regions and the private sector.
In additionto the informationpresented in this report, there are two other important
publicationsregarding U.K eel stocks:
C.P.Morrice(1989). Eel fisheries in the United Kingdom.MAFF Internal Report No. 18.
EM White & B. Knights (1994).Elver and eel stock assessment in the Severn and Avon.
NRA R&D Project Record 256/13/ST.
1.4 Eel distribution in the UK.
Eels occur in almost all natural water courses in the U.K, the exceptions being upland
waters where access is denied by impassablefalls (e.g. some Pennine streams: Tumpenny,
1989).Althougheels are more resistant to the adverseeffects of low pH than salmonids(Alabaster& Lloyd, 1980), a survey of 181uplandstreams in the U.K (Tumpenny,
1989)showedthat populationnumbers are generallylower in acid waters (low pH) (Table
1).
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TABLE 1. Percentageoccurrence,population density and biomassof eels in 181U.K.
streams in differentpH categories.Maximum values (max.)= means + 95% confidence
interval&Values read from histograms in Tumpenny (1989).
pH <5.1 5.1
-5.5


5.6-
°6.0
6.1
6.5
>6.5
No. of streams
with eels (%)
27 30


43 63 67
No. ni-2 mean 0.03 0.02


0.10 0.08 0.08
max. 0.06 0.05


0.20 0.12 0.17
g ni 2mean 1.04 0.90


3.74 2.08 3.46
max. 1.66 2.22 ' .' 7.67 3.69 6.53
Low densities also occur in water courses with artificialbarriers(weirs, sluices, locks)
which, though not necessarilyimpassableto eels, inhibittheir upstreammigration.
A few water courses enter the sea through piped outfalls(e.g. River Hundred,Norfolk) or
via gravity flaps (e.g. some Lincolnshiredrains). On the River Witham,Lincolnshire,
sluices near the sea at Boston are closed at high tide and then opened at low tide to allow
h water to escape (Coles, 1979).Waters such as these also contain low population
densities of eels upstream of the barriers.
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2. ELVERRFCRUTIMENT
2.1 Evidence for a decline in eel recruitment
The data on the decline in numbersof glass eel and elvers Caughtannuallysince about
1980are from both U.K. and overseassources(Table2). Some of the results may be
affectedby changes in fishing intensity,thoughthe variationsare probably not very large
at any single site.
The results indicatethat the declinestartedin the early 1980s,althoughthere are some
differencesin its onset betweensites. As noted by the EIFAC Working Party on Eel(Moriarty, 1986),physical conditionssuch as weather,temperature,and stream current
velocitycan affect eliier recruitment.Such impactsreduce the value of elver catches as
indicatorsof breeding success in the SargassoSea, or of the survival of leptocephali
duringtheir trans-Atlanticminion.
Is the downwardtrend in elver numberscontinuing? Some encouragementover the
situationcomes from Moriarty(1994),who hints that an improvernentin stocks may have
started.There has been a substantialincreasein the elver catches in the Loire (France)
from a minimum of 30 tonnes in 1991to 95 tonnes in 1994.Although this is far short of
the peak catch in 1976 of 770 tonnes, a slight increasehas been observedin 1994 in the
Viskan,Eme, Shannonand Yser, and also in the catchesof the Americaneel, A. rostrata,
in the St Lawrenceriver. However,the catchesof A. rostrata are not strictly comparable,
becausethe eels had a mean age of four yearswhen they reached the catching station,
whichwas 750 km upstream of the Gulf of St Lawrence.
These data are inconclusive,and continuedmonitoringat all of the elver catching stations(Table2) is essential to provide data on long-termtrends in abundance.The monitoring of
the catches by elver traps on the River Severn(and possiblethe River Nene) will be
valuableadjuncts to such information.
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TABLE 2. Five year means of glass eel or elver catches at the mouths of 10 European
rivers. Values are metric tonnes, except for the DenOever site which are abundance
indices, based on dip net samples. The data are taken from Lara (1992) and Moriarty
(1986, 1990a, 1994). Parentheses indicate incomplete data sets.
Location
Country
DenOever
Netherlands
Loire
France
Ems
Germany
Nalon
Spain
Bann
N. Ireland
Year
1941-45 -0.36 (32)



1946-50 -1:24 139 1:15


1951-55 0.04 129 3.13 (13.3)


1956-60 -0.16 234 3.83 14.7


1961-65 1.22 182 3.92 15.4 0.93
1966-70 0.27 380 1.62 17.0 0.89
1971-75 0.38 398 2.23 27.0 (0.58)
1976-80 0.69 611 3.24 42.4 0.53
1981-85 -0.28 231 0.47 19.4 9.74
1986-90 -0.44 101 0.02 2.0 2.96
1991-94 -1.05 59


1.63
Location North Vidaa Minho Viskan Shannon


Sjaelland



Country Denmark Denmark Portugal Sweden Eire
Year




1971-75 (4.89) 0.71 (6.1) 0.78


1976-80 5.77 0.34 30.02 0.49 (3.40)
1981-85 4.80 0.30 30.7 0.28 1.51
1986-90 3.45 0.12 8.6 0.09 0.64
1991-94


7.8 0.05 0.15
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2.2 Reasonsfor the decline in eel recruitment
The decrease in elver catcheshas occurredgenerallythroughoutEurope and, although
individual catchmentsmay have localproblems,a more generalexplanationfor the
phenomenonhas been sought by variousresearchers.
Chemicalpollution, habitat modification,overfishingand oceanographicchangeswere
examinedby Castonguayet al. (1994a,b) as possiblecauses of the decliningrecruitment
of the American eel, A. rostrata They noted that A. rostratarecruitmenthas declined
dramaticallyin parallel with that of A. alguilla. As both speciesspawn in the Sargasso
Sea, the authors concludedthat the coincidencein recruitmentfailure implied an Atlantic-
wide cause. There is some evidencethat the Gulf Streamhas slowed since the 1980s,
which could explain the observeddecreasein abundancein the northernpart of the range
of the American eel and the more uniformdecreasesin Europeaneel recruitment.
Although this argumenthas found support(e.g. \Mite & Knights, 1994)the specific
causes of recruitment declineremain unclear.It is certainlypossible that oceanographic
changes are implicated,but also that changesin localconditionshave aggravatedthe
problem in some rivers.
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3. ELVERMIGRATION
3.1 Seasonalvcriation
The seasonalityin the peak numbersof elvers migratingupriverhas been known for
centuries,and there are numerousreferencesin the scientificliterature.Glass eels arrive
off the coasts of Europe duringthe winter and early spring.For example,the peak months
for the commercialcaptureof glass eels off the coast of Asturias(northernSpain)are
fi-omDecemberto February.(Lan, 1992).
Entry of elvers into most rivers, includingU.K rivers, usually starts in the spring,with the
period of peak migrationnormallytaking place duringthe early summermonths.Peak
times can vary betweenyears and betweensites. At DenOever(Netherlands),most eels
attempt upstreammigrationduringApril, whereas May is the preferredmonth in the Vidaa
(Denmark)and June/July in the Shannon(Eire).
In the River Frome, Dorset, the peak run over a flume c. 12kmabovethe head of tide
occurred in late May/earlyJune (R.H.KMann, unpublisheddata). The run comprised
elvers that had just enteredthe river, together with larger,older eels that had enteredthe
river in previousyears (Table 3).
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TABLE 3.Length-frequency distributionof migratingeels caught on the Fast Stokeflume, River Frome, Dorset on 9 June 1964.
Length (mm) No. of fish % Number
70 -74 13 5.7
75 -79 44 19.2
80 -84 69 30.1
85 -89 44 19.2
90 -94 21 9.2
95 -99 13 5.7
100 - 104 5 2.2
105 - 109 6 2.6
110 - 114 4 1.7
115 - 119 3 1.3
120 - 124 5 2.2
125 - 129 0


130 - 134 0


135 - 140 2 0.9
Total number 229
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Upstreammigrationcommencesin April in the Thamescatchmentand continuesuntil
October,but the majorityof young eels migrateover a distinctperiod (ca. 47 days) in
May-June(Naismith& Knights, 1988).The actualtimingvaries betweenyears and
commencementappearsto be dependentuponwater temperature.The number of
unpigmentedelvers enteringthe estuaryalso varies from year to year, although most
elvers seem to spend at least one year in the Thamesestuary.
As has been found in other largerivers (e.g. River Severn:Aprahamian,1986),eels can
take severalyears to reach the upper catchment.Thus, in the Thames,the mean size and
age of migrants increasesupstreamfrom under 14cm(1 to 3 years old) when leavingthe
estuary to 20 to 30cm (4 to 8 years old) some 15kmupstream.
The stimuli for migrationto commenceappear to be a combinationof meteorologicaland
hydrographicfactors.For example,Enat & El-Serafy(1977)noted that the run of elvers
in the Mex Canal, Egypt startedat the end of Februaryand continuedthrough June, with
peak numbers arriving in April-May.Most elvers enteredthe canal at pH 7.7 to 8.0 and
within a water temperaturerange of 20-25°C.Therewas a slight increasein the mean size
of elvers towards the end of the migrationperiod (e.2. in 1972this was from c. 60mm in
March to 70-75mmin April/May).
Other authors have also shownthe importanceof water temperatureas a stimulusto
migration and Section3.2 summarisesthe principalresults.
3.2 Water tempera
A range of critical temperaturesto stimulateupstreammigation has been recordedby
various authors.Mann (1963) observedthat 17to 22cm eels in the River Elbe, Germany
started their upstreammigrationat 8 to 9°C, but mostmoved at ca. 22°C. Migratory
activity was reduced if the water temperaturedecreased,and most eels were found to
move at night (Mann, 1961).In a review,Tesch (1977)noted that 6-8°Cwas enough for
migrationto start in some waters,but in the River Imsa,Norway, 11°Cwas the threshold
temperature(Hvidsten, 1985a).In this river a strongcorrelationwas recordedbetween
elver catch (recordedas volumeof eels: one litre = ca. 2100 glass eels) and river
temperature(Figure I).
Water temperaturealso appearsto be implicatedin the movementof glass eels/elversas
they fmd their.way from coastalwaters into rivers,but the mechanismsare complex.
Tongiorgiet al. (1986) found experimentallythat the thermalpreferenceof glass eels
changes in relation to differentenvironmentalconditions.In long-termexperimentsin still
water (analogousto most conditionsat the start of thejuvenile eel's trophic post-migratory
phase) thermalpreferenceswere close to the optimumgrowthtemperatureof the species,
20-25°C (Sadler, 1979).In flowingwater (comparableto the conditionsthat glass eels
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experience during their ascent phase) prefeicitcewas for temperaturesat or below the•temperatureto which they were acclimated Only at very low temperatures(3-9°C in the
experiments)were the preferences inverted
25 —
20 —
15 —
10 —
0


900 950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200
Degree Days >11°C
Fig.1.Relationship between water temperature (degree days>11°C)
and the catch of A.anguilla, elvers ascending the River Imsa,
Norway (re-drawn from Hvidsten 1985a)
Tongiorgiet al.(1986) concludedthat under very low temperature/conditions(<6°C), such
as those that occur in northern seas in the winter, glass eels are strongly attracted toflowing fresh water at equal or higher temperatures.In contrast,at higher marine
temperatures such as those in winter in temperate seas, glass eels migrate towards colder
water. This preference for colder water induces the glass eels first to approachthe coast,
where winter temperaturesare colder than the open sea, and then to approach inland fresh
waters.
These conclusionsconcur with those of Fllyama(1952), who concludedthat at sea water
temperaturesca. 11°C, the elvers prefer colder river waters, but they do not supportIlyama's claim that the preferenceis inverted at temperaturesabove 14°C.
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Although temperatureis clearly important it is not the sole orientatingfactorbecause
upstream migration also takes place when freshwatertemperaturesapproachthose of sea
water. Other factors, such as tidal cycles, rheotaxis,olfactorystimuli (Pesaroet al., 1981),
may singly or together controlmigration. For example,these authorsobservedthat
migration was stimulatedby water that had containedolder eels, but not by water that had
contained other elvers. They suggestedthat survivalin this crucialphase of the eel life-
cycle is probably ensuredby more than one factor,becausethe environmentalconditions
encounteredare extremelyvariable.
3.3 Water velocity .
River current velocities can have a strong impacton upstreammigrationof juvenile eels,
especially over obstacles,even though eels are adept at utilizingthe low velocities •
associated with rough bottom substrata. However,there are somevariationsin the
preferred and maximumvelocitiesrecorded,probablybecauseof the difficultiesin
measuring the precise watervelocity striking the head of the eel (commonlycalled 'nose
velocity5.
Sorensen (1950) found that at 20°C, the maximumflow velocityagainstwhich 7-10‘ n A.
anguilla could make headwayalong an experimentalfish ladderwith 1.2 m long sections,
was between 60 and 90 cm s1. There was absolutelyno progressat velocitiesof 150cm
Harbin & Krueger (1994) observedthat A. rostrataelvers in an experimentalflume
utilized the lower flow velocitiesassociatedwith the bottomsubstratumfor upstream
migration at mid-watervelocitiesof 10-40 cm s-1.However,if the rough substratumwas
absent, elvers readily swam upstream only at velocitiesless than 20 cm s-1.Progressover
barriers such as rocks and dams was limitedby water velocitybecause 50%of elvers in
the non-substratumchamberwere unable to maintainpositionfor swimmingat velocities
over 30 cm The'authors suggestedthat migrationsmay be limitedby the availabilityof
resting places for the eels.
McCleave (1980) found that swimmingendurancetime for A. cmguillaelversof 72mm
mean length decreasedlogarithmicallywith increasedswimmingspeedfrom 3.0 min at 3.5
body lengths 51 to 0.7 min at 5.0 body lengthss' and then to 0.27 min at 7.5 body
lengths There appearedto be an inflexionat about 5 body lengthss
, with the
relationshipscalculatedfrom above and below this point being,respectively:
logY = 1.9404-0.4188X (r2= 0.54, n = 52)
logY = 0.6356-0.1611X (12= 0.23, n = 60)
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No differenceswere found between elvers in the sea or in fresh water. In still water,
elvers could swim at high speeds for ca. 10 to 45 min before exhaustion,depending on
their swimmingspeed. Elvers would be able to make virtually no progress against water
velocities over 50 cm s-1.
McCleave (1980) concludedthat drift in coastal waters and selective tidal stream transport(STST),probably involved swimmingspeeds below those he tested in his study. STST
involvesthe eels migratingvertically into the tidal flow of water and then returning to the
bottom at slack water. McCleavesuggestedthat STST is importantfor elvers because they
cannot usually make much progress by swimmingagainst tidal currents. This view is
supportedby other observations(e.g. Creutzberg 1961;Westerberg, 1984).
In addition, McCleave (1980) proposedthat migration of elvers into freshwater streams
involves avoidanceof the free stream speeds and a combinationof burst and sustained
swimming.This variation in swimmingperformancemay be facilitatedby an additional
g-owth of mthitemuscle in elvers enteringrivers from coastal waters (Romanello et al.,
1987).White muscle is designed for burst swimmingactivity whereas red muscle is
utilized for low speed, cruise swimming.Red muscle increasesduring the metamorphosis
from the yellow to the migratorysilver eel stage (Pankhurst, 1982).
3.4 Effects of barriers
As long ago as 1890, Francis Day noted that 'weirs.... must impede the upward passage of
mignatoryfish and that the action of fish passes upon eels requires further study.
Subsequentinvestigationshave suggestedthat even though eels are able to negotiate many
weirs and other man-madeobstacles,such structuresmay inhibit upstream migration. For
example, in the River Yare,Norfolk, the populationdensity and biomass of eels were
higher below five out seven barriers than immediatelyabove them (Bromidge, 1990).
Unfortunately,these data are not conclusiveand unequivocalevidence on the effect of _
barriers is rare. This lack of knowledgewas identifiedby the ELFACWorking Group on
Eel, who proposed several studies (see APPENDIXA, Section 2b).
Despite the lack of quantitative information,the deleteriouseffect of vertical sluices, dams
and barrageson the migration of elvers andjuvenile eels is recognized in many European
countries,and also for other eel species in other continents(Tesch, 1977; Dahl, 1991;
White & Knights, 1994).In Denmark,there is a statutory requirementfor owners of
structuresthat could impede migration, to provide passage for elvers and young eels from
15 April to 30 September(Dahl, 1991).
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Bathers on the River Thames,together with a commercialeel fisheryin the tideway,have
contributedto the slow rate of recolonisationabovethe tidal limit at Teddingtonsince the
1960s, when improvementsto the water quality in the tidewaycommenced(G.Armstrong
pers. comm.).
The NRA Severn-TrentRegion is implementinga policy of eel pass construction.
Although there are apparentlyno plans to quantitativelyassess their effect,trap catches
will be used to monitor the number of elvers movingupstreameach year.
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4. EEL STOCICS
4.1 Sources of data on eel population densities
Estimates of eel numbers in the U.K relate mostlyto rivers and drainage channels,
although some are from the Norfolk Broads. The majority of estimateswere made by the
NRA, usually as part of the routine surveys of fish populationscarried out in the separate
Regions. A few estimateswere made by other organisations,mostly for specific research
imposes. Some comparativedata from rivers in mainlandEurope have been extracted
from scientificpublications.
4.2 Accuracy of population estimates
A major problem in assessingthe status of eel stocks is the difficulty in obtaining reliable
populationestimates. Most estimatesof eel numbersin U.K rivers and streams have been
based on capture by either netting or electrofishing depending on the type of habitat.
Netting operationswere predominatelyused in deep, slow-flowingchannels in the lower
reaches of river systems, and most electrofishingis carried out in shallow waters (often
wadeable).
In almost all surveys, eels were not the main target species but were by-catches to more
importantspecies in the local fishery, either salmonidor coarse. Even when eels were the
principal target species, variable capture efficienciescould be encounteredbecause:
in electrofishingoperationsit can be difficultto locate stunned eels on the stream
bed or from among aquaticvegetation,
in netting operations,eels can readily avoid capture.
Such variability in capture efficiencycan have a pronouncedeffect on the accuracy of
subsequentpopulation estimates(see Section4.4).
4.3 Capture methods for eel stock assessment
The principalmethods of eel capture in U.K fresh waters, not including methods used for
commercialexploitation,are:
electrofishing - by wading or from boats
- using DC, pulsed DC or AC current
netting - trawls
- seines, operated in various ways, but normallyby draw-downor wrap-around (Coles
et al., 1985).
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Note that all methods of fish capturehave some size-selectivebias and those used for eels
are no exception(van Willigen, 1987).None of the estimatesof populationdensities
detailed in this report have taken into account such selectivityin the estimationprocess,
although Ibbotson et al. (1994) excluded eels less than 20cm from their estimates.
Naismith & Knights (1990a)comparedthe efficiencyof eel captureusing various
sampling techniques:electrofishing,seine nets, trawls and fyke nets. They also compared
successive depletionmethodsand mark-recapturemethodsof populationestimation.
No single techniquewas ideal in all situationsbecauseof the inherentdifficultyin
sampling eels. Moreover,the results of studies carried out over two or three days in open
waters could be affectedby the mobility of eels, i.e. the impact of high immigrationand
emigrationrates. Mann & Blackburn(1991) encounteredthis problemwhen they
attempted to lower the populationdensities of eels in a ca.lkm sectionof a southern chalk
stream.
Naismith & Knights (1990a)consideredelectrofishingor fyke netting methodsto be
adequate in wide-rangingsurveysto record the presenceor absenceof eels. However,they
noted that fyke nets were inadequatefor populationestimationbecauseof uncertaintyin
determiningthe area sampledand because of the mobilityof the eels.
Comparisonof populationestimatesderived from nettingtechniques(draw-downor wrap-
around) or electrofishing(mostlypulsed DC) in coastaldrains in the NRA Anglian Region
(Lincolnshire)showed that, althoughthe mean sizes of eels caughtwere approximatelythe
same, electrofishingproduced much higher estimatesof populationdensity(Figure 2). This
occurred, despite the results of an electrofishingstudy by Ibbotsonet al (1994) in a small
lowland stream,which demonstratedthat eel densitieswere much higher in slower-
flowing, deeper sectionsthan in adjacent, shallowersections.
Similar results have been recorded in surveys of whole river catchments;most estimates
by netting in the deeper, downstreamsections are lower than those by electrofishingin
upper sections of the river. This is despite the strong likelihood(e.g. Aprahamian,1986)
that population densities in downstreamsections and in estuariesare higher than those in
upstream sections. An exampleof this is seen in the River Dart catches(Figure 3).
Extremely low populationdensitieswere also obtainedby seines and trawls in the Norfolk
Broads. As these waters supportvaluable commercialeel fisheries,these low values are
clearly gross underestimates.Thus, althoughestimatesfrom net capturesare presented in
this report, they are of very little use becauseof the uncertaintyover their accuracy.Even
the absence of eels from'a netting operationdoes not necessarilysignifythat they are
absent from the area of water sampled.
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Fig.2. Frequency distributions of biomass estimates (g m-2 )
of A. anguille in the River Ancholme and Uncolnshire
coastal drains, based on capture by netting and
electro-fishing. Data derived from fish survey reports
by the NRA Anglian Region.
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P19.3. Population estimates (No. m-2) of A. anguilla in the River Dart,
Devon, in relation to distance from the river mouth. Data from
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4.4 Use of catch data to estimate population densities
Some of the capture methods described in Section 43 were used in NRA surveys as a
basis for catch depletion estimation although, on occasion,single catcheshave been used
to indicateminimum densities.Mark-recapturemethods have been used rarely in the U.IC
to estimate the population densities of eels.
Catch depletionmethods require that a constant fraction of the fish present in a chosen
study area is caught in each fishing session (i.e. fishing efficiencyremainsconstant)and
that the fraction caught should be reasonably large (usually not less than 30%). Where
these criteria are not met, the numbers of eels actually caught in the successivecatches
can be used as a MINIMUMestimate.
A handicap in assessing eel informationin NRA survey reports is that there are few data
on the numbers of eels caught in separate fishings; in most cases only the calculated
population estimates are given. Thus, there is no way to checkwhetherthe underlying
assumptionsof the methods used were met.
Naismith & Knights (1990a) observedthat, on occasion, more eels were caught in the
second catch than in the first. This phenomenonwas found also in a 4-catch depletion
exercise in a small stream in southern England (Mann, unpublisheddata). Catcheswere
made over two days within a section of stream confmed by fine-meshbathers (Table4).
TABLE 4. Successivecatches of eels in a screened section of a southernchalk stream
in March 1964. Capture efficiencies(p) are based on a populationestimateof 928 (see
text).


Catch No. caught


Day 1 am. 1 152 0.167


p.m. 2 202 0.267
Day 2 am. 3 93 0.167


p.m. 4 126 0.292
One possible explanationof this pattern of catches is that the first fishing drew many eels
from the reed beds but not sufficientlyquickly for the fishingteam to see and catch them.
In the afternoonthe eels had not returned to the reeds and were thereforemore vulnerable
to capture. Overnight they returned to their original habitat and the followingday the
sequence was repeated. In this instancethe combined cateh from the two fishingson each
day was counted as a single catch and a 2-catch depletion estimateof 928 (SE ± 99) eels
is based on this_prernise,using either Zippin (1958) or Seber & Le Cren (1967) methods
of estimation.
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In a study at the same and adjacentsites, Ibbotsonet ol. (1994) demonstratedthat eel
density is positively correlatedwith the amountof instreamcover and negatively
correlatedwith current velocityand substratumparticlesize.
4.5 Stock densities
Summariesof eel populationdensitiesfromNRA surveysare set out in Appendix A. The
NRA SurveyReports usually containedestimatesof populationdensities as Numbers ni2,
or 100m-2,but some also includedbiomassdata (g m2 or g 10010. A few Reports gave
only presence/absenceinformation.The numbersof sites with differentpopulation
densities of eels in four NRA Regionsis shown in Table 5. In the four Regions, most
estimates are less than 5 eels 100n12(0.05 n12),althoughthe NRA SouthwesternRegion
had generallyhigher estimatesthan elsewhere.
Data for the ThamesRegion are not included,but detailsof a comprehensivesurvey will
be availablesoon. In generalthe proportionof sites containingeels decreaseswith
increasingdistanceupstreamfrom TeddingtonWeir (the tidal limit). No eels occur in the
upper reaches of the majorityof tributaries,nor in the principal tributariesabove the River
Cofileconfluence,except where stockinghas takenplace. Even where eels do occur in
other areas, their densitiesare very low and are oftenfewer than 0.0001 100m-2(data from
G.Armstrong,ThamesNRA).
Data from scientificpublicationsfor U.K and non U.K eel populationsare summarised in
Tables 6 and 7.
TABLE 5. Frequencydistribution(Numberof individualsite estimates) of population
densities (Number 100m-2)of eels in five NRA Regions,mostly based on data from
unpublishedNRA/WAreports.The Angliandata are for Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex only.
N 100m-2 0 - 1 - 5 - 10 - 50 - 100+ Total Median


0.9 4.9 9.9 49.9 99.9


density
NWest 89 163 35 22 1 1 311 1.94
South 6 16 5 8 2 0 37 180
SWest 118 169 85 144 12 7 535 4.30
Anglian 67 74 39 27 0 1 208 2.40
5-Trent 243 89 22 16 0 1 371 0.44
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TABLE 6. Populationdensitiesand biomassesof eels in U.K•rivers and streams
recorded in scientificpublications.
River No. N 100n12g 100n12 Reference
of - Min; Max.- Min.- Max.
sites
Brett & 4 0.005- 0.05 3.5 - 21.0 Barak & Mason
Chelmer (1992)
Severn & 11 0.12 -12.17 Aprahamian(1986)
tribs.
Severn & 10 0.05 - 3.17 Aprahamian(1986)
tribs.
Tweed 0.13 - 0.93 3.6 - 32.8 Hussein (1981)
Thames 0.0 - 0.06 0.0 - 7.0 Naismith & Knights
1981-88 (1993)
Tadnoll 15 0.5 1.0 Mann & Blackburn
(1991)
Frome 5 0.05 - 2.00 Ibbotson et al. (1994)
(Dorset)
181 U.K 181 0.03 - 0.10 1.0 - 37.4 Turnpenny(1989)
streams
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TABLE 7. Populationdensities and biomasses(meansor minimum-maximum)of eels in
non U.K waters recordedin scientificpublications.
River N fn-2 g m-2 Reference
Country
Oued Sebaou 0.015 0.304 .Penczak & Molinski
Algeria (1984)
Bransdrup 7.5 Tesch (1977)
Denmark
Pool 1.9 Tesch (1977)
Seeland
Naera Stand 15.0 Tesch (1977)
•Denmark
Danish streams 1.01- 6.0 Rasmussen(1977, 1983)
Koge-Lellinge 0.595 -1.01 16.32 Rasmussen& Thirkildsen
Denmark (1979)
Granslev 0.05 1.0 Mortensen(1982)
Denmark
Breagagh 0.052 5.2 Moriarty & Nixon (1990)
Eire
R Dunkellin 0.03 - 1.34 Callaghan& McCarthy
Ireland (1991)
Nivelle 10.83 Neveu (1981)
France
Pyrenean 10.84 Neveu (1981)
streams
Chabatches 0.303-0.375 Lobon-Cerviaet cil. (199)
Spain
Pilica 0.046 Mann & Penczak (1994)
Poland
Imsa 0.0116 1.02 Vollestad& Jonsson
Norway (1988)
12 streams 0.017-0.063 Degermanet al. (1986)
Sweden
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4.6 Mean weights
The data from the NRA SurveyReports show that, in large catchments,there is a
progressiveincreasein the mean weight of eels from the estuaryto the upper reaches.
However,this phenomenonwas not apparentin short rivers. Where an upstream increase
occurred,this was usually accompaniedby a decreasein populationdensity, e.g. in the
River Dart (Figure 3). A similarresult has been also observedin the Thames catchmentby
Naismith & Knights (1993).
The mean weights of yellow eels in Lincolnshirecaught in electrofishingor netting
surveys rarelyexceed 150g(ca 45cm), and most values are about 50g (ca. 32cm). The
limited data from other U.K waters indicatea similar range of values.Accordingto
Morrice (1989),most ffill-timeeel fishermenregulate their own fishery by taking only eels
larger than 115g(excludingelver catches).In Northern Ireland,a minimumsize limit of
30cm has been operated since 1982(Morrice, 1989).
4.7 Mortalityrates
Estimationof eel mortalityrates ideallyrequires accurateinformationon age stnicture and
populationdensities in successiveyears. The instantaneousmortalityrate (Z) is then
calculatedas:
Z = (ln Nt1- inNt2)(t2- t1)
where Nt, is the number of eels of a particularage group at time t1,and Nt2 is the number
at time t2(usuallyone year later). Table 8 shows the few estimatesof instantaneous
mortalityrate that have been published,none of them from U.K populations.
TABLE 8. Estimatesof the instantaneousmortalityrates of A. anguillain different
waters.
Location Mortalityrate Reference
(Per day)
RImsa 0.0002-0.0006 Vollestad& Jonsson(1988)
Norway
Koge-Lellingea 0.0015 Rasmussen& Thirkildsen
Denmark (1979)
Danish streams 0.0008 Berg (1990)
Danish streams 0.0107-0.0233 Berg & Jorgensen(1994)
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4.8 Production awl yield
A useful synthesis of populationbiomass, recruitmentand the rates of growth and
mortality is PRODUCTION This has been defined(Ivlev, 1966)as:
'the total quantity of tissue elaborated by afish population during a stated period of time,
even though not all of it may sw-vive to the end of that time.'
This is different from YIELDwhich, in fisheryterms, is that part of the fish production
that is cropped by man. Thus, yield is dependentupon the level of production and on the
fishing effort.
The relatively few data on these two parametersare summarisedin Tables 9 to 13.
TABLE 9.Estimatesof annualproduction(g ni2 yeaf') of A. anguilla. Parentheses=
minimum and maximumvalues.
River/stream Production Refcreice
A ENGLAND
Severn
Tadnoll
B. DENMARK
Koge-Lellinge
Granslev a
(0.0 -6.52)Aprahamian (1986)
3.42 (3.13-3.75)Mann & Blackburn(1991)
9.3Rasmussen & Thirkildsen
(1979)
0.5Mortensen (1982)
POLAND
Pilica 0.04 Mann & Penczak (1984)
Pilawa & (0.02-0.56) Penczaket al. (1986)
Dobrzyca
ALGERIA
Oued Sebaou (0.04-0.49) Penczak& Molinski (1984)
ITALY
Po Delta 3.6 Rossi (1979)
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TABLE 10. The commercialyields (kg hal-of A. anguilla in lakes and reservoirs;
parenthesesindicateminimumandmaximumvalues.
. Lake Yield Reference
. L Neagh }
R.Shannon} Ireland
L.COrrib }
Small lakes Bergen:
5 lakes near Molde
L. PyhAjarvai
SW Finland (1976)

• 161 (yellow)
0.7 (yellow)
1.1 (silver)
0.9 (yellow)
0.1 (silver)
3.2
0.17-0.11
0.09 (= 0.26% of
total fish yield)
Moriarty(1990)
Jensen (1961)
Hvidsten (1985b)
Sarvalaet al. (1994)
Tesch (1997)L Neagh 20.0
Schleswig-Holstein: 13.0 (8.8-20.8)
various lakes 12.0 (7.5-15.6)
7.9 (4.9-13.5)
6.0 (3.0- 9.4)
5.0 (3.5- 7.7)
4.2 (2.2- 6.2)
L. Rogglin 7.9 (2.0-15.1)
L. Steinhude 4.5
Schwerinwaters 3.2 (1.9- 4.5)
L. Dimmer 2.8
L. Storkow 2.45 (0.3- 6.1)
L. Bederkesa 2.0
Eder reservoir:
	
1937-58 0.33 (0.03-0.9)
	
1959-65 2.8 (2.2- 4.1)
L. Salcrow 1.8 (0.6- 3.7)
W. Berlin waters 1.8 (1.5- 2.0)
Oder reservoir 0.3
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TABLE 11. The commercialyields (kg hal of A. anguillain coastalvvateit.--
Location Yield Reference
Valli Lagoon 30 - 40 Tesch (1977)
L. Convent 35.6
Ijsselmeer ca. 10.0
Strelasund 7.0
Estuaries, U.K 0.45kg net' day' Harrison(1986)
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TABLE 12. The commercialyields (kg ha-I)of A. anguillain rivers, streams and
drainagechannels.
giver -Yield Mean Reference


kg ha-1 weight



(g)


Burrishoole


Poole et al.
1959-63 0.33-0.44 75- 88 (1990)
1970-79 0.31-1.55 88-139


1980-88 0.33-1.45 131-206


Mean 1.1


It Werra 46


Tesch (1977)
It Oder 44 (32-60)


Beste, Barnitz 23 (11-38)


Trave, upper 20 (11-35)


lower 16 ( 8-25)


Weser, upper 12.2


lower 7.3


Elbe, upper
1896-1928
1927-1937
lower
Rhine
Lahn(Rhine)
Fulda (Rhine)
Mosel (Rhine)
Diemel (Weser)
Ems
Imsa, 1975-81
Inland WatersUK
N. Lincs.
11 (2-35)
7
25-50
3.5
9.0
8.0
7.0
8.0
2.8
1.9
0.37-0.57
kg ner'day-1
112 (0-450)
450 Hvidsten(1985b)
Harrison(1986)
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Many of the data on commercialyields were summarizedby Tesch (1977) and are shown
in Table 13.
TABLE 13. Summary.of yield data (kg had year') of A. aiguilla from lakes and
rivets, derived from Tesch (1977).
High Average Low
Lakes 10-40 3-10
Rivers 20-50 5-20 <5
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5— AGE & GROWTH
5.1 Accarty of age detenninaions •
The ageing of fish is an importantprerequisiteto stock assessment.A large numberof
techniques have been used for ageing eels, nearly all using the sagittalotoliths.Scales
were discarded as unsuitablesome years ago, a decisionconfirmedmore recentlyusing
tetracycline labelling(Dekker, 1986).By.convention,.agesare recordedonly for the period
after the eels have enteredfreshwater or coastalwaters (i.e. the time taken for
leptocephalito cross the AtlanticOcean is not included).
The sagittal otolith (rearbone), is located near to the optic lobesof the brain. Thereare
four principal methods of preparingthe otoliths in order to see the annualrings (annuli):
Otoliths are grounddown so that the annuli are more visible,or sectionsare taken
through the centre of the otolith,
Otoliths are scorchedin a flame and then crackedthroughthe centre,
Otoliths are examinedwhole in a clearing agentsuch as cedarwood oil,
A variety of advancedtechniques(e.g. imageanalysis)are used to identifythe annuli.
Although various rings can be seen readily on eel otoliths,care is neededin their
interpretation.Supernumeraryzones are frequentlyformedduringthe growingseason,
which may correlatewith periods of low feedingintensityor starvation(Liew, 1974),and
these can be easily confusedwith true annuli. Moriarty& Steinmetz(1979)distributed
four samples of eel otolithsto five researchworkers,each of whomused a different
reading method. There were considerabledifferencesin the ageingresults, frequentlyin
the range of 3 to 10 years.
Moreover, few attemptshave been made at validatingthe age determinationmethods
described above, althoughsome studies have describedthe use of otolithsfrom eels of
(partly) known age (Moriarty& Steinmetz, 1979;Berg, 1985).Note that it is importantto
distinguishbetween accuracyand precision; the latter relatesto the reproducibilityof
results,which does not necessarilysignify/accuracyor validity.
The EIFAC Working Group on Eel have recommendedthe use of the burningand
cracking technique(Christensen,1964;Moriarty, 1973,1983),but othershave reported
situations in which the examinationof ground otolithson a blackbackgroundusing
reflected light (Mann & Blackburn,1991)or of otolithsclearedin ethanol(Vollestad,
1985) gave results comparablewith the burning method.Withinthe U.IC, the N.RA. Fish
Ageing Service at Brampton,Cambridgeshire,followsthe burningand crackingmethod
except for young eels (underca. 6 years old) for which groundotolithsare used.
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Recently, Lecomte-Finiger(1992) has describeddaily growth rings in the otoliths of
elvers, which may point to another comparativemethod forthe fiture. Using this method,
he claimed that leptocephalicrossedthe Atlantic Ocean in less than one year, not over ca.
2 years as previously thought. However,as with the other methods,verification of the
nature of the 'daily rings is needed before such a claim can be substantiated.
Thus, the results of eel ageing remain equivocal,and this must be borne in mind when
examiningthe informationon aspects of age and growth in the following sections. This is
particularlytrue with respect to the age and growthdata that were collectedbefore the
importanceof some of these problemswas recognised.
5.2 Growth rates -
The von Bertalanffy growth equation is frequentlyused to describethe growth of fish
species,but eel growth curves do not always fit the model. Often a graph of length on age
gives a straight line, not the asymptoticcurve implicit in the von Bertalanffymodel.
The von Bertalanffyequation is:
Lt =Lac(1-exp(K(t-to)))
where Laois the asymptoticlength,Lt is the length at age t years, to is the hypothetical
age when length is zero, and K is a growth coefficient. Values of the von Bertalanffy
coefficientsfor some selectedpopulationsare shown in Table 14.
TABLE 14. Coefficientsof the von Bertalanffygrowth equation for some A. anguilla
populations.
Location Lac
(mm)


Max age
(years)
Reference .
Helgoland 832 0.076 8 Rossi & Colombo



(1976)
Commacio 736 0.129 11 IIII
Valle Nuova 872 0.187


10
R Barrow 1045 0.046 14 Moriarty (1983)
R. Barrow 805 0.064


6
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The coefficientsfor the River Barrow (Table 14) indicatethat the mean incrementof eelS
was 33mm year', which agreeswell with informationfrom tagged eels that were
recaptured after four years.
Rossi& (1980) recordedthat male eels in warm lagoonsin Italy became silver
after 2-3 years and femalesafter 3-4 years. These data comparewith 9 years for males in
Holland (Deelder, 1957)and 7.3 years in Northern Ireland (Frost, 1950); 11 years for
female silver eels in Denmark(Rasmussen,1983)and 12 years in England (Frost, 1945).
Femandez-Delgadoet a/.(1989)showed that eels in brackishwater grow faster than those
in fresh waters, but that latitude also had an effect (higher growthrates at lower latitudes).
As the migratoryphase is more dependentupon lengththan upon age (Tesch, 1977),this
means that eels in brackishwaters become migratoryat an earlier age. Also, the number
of age-groupsis lower in fast-growthpopulations(southern,brackishwaters) than in low-
growth populations(northern,fresh waters).
Data from the River Thames (Naismith& Knights, 1993)provide a good exampleof the
levels of growthrates that have been observedwithin a single catchment(Table 15).
TABLE 15. Growth increments(cm year') of eels in differentparts of the River
Thames catchment.
Location Increment
(cm year')
Enclosed freshwatersites 6.19 - 6.62
R Darent: eels <25cm 3.38
eels >25cm 5.09
Upper Thames: mostly eels
aged 15-27years 3.80
R Loddon: eels aged 6 years 5.24
eels aged 10 years 5.87
Thames estuary 4.67 - 6.07
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5.3 Length.-weight relationships and condition
There were no large variations in the coefficientsobtainedfrom a len squares regression
analysis of Log Weight (g) on Log Length (cm) for eels within the U.K. or mainland
Europe (Tables 15 & 16).
TABLE 16. Coefficientsfrom the least squares linearregression:logmWeight(g) =
logioa+ blogioLength(cm)for eel populationsin U.K. rivers. M= male, F = female, u =
sex undifferentiated,N = number of eels.
River Sex logo. b R2 N Ref.
Frome
_
NI/F -3.126 3.302 0.994 380 1
Bere Stream IVFF -3.252 3.291 0.988 75 1
Stour M/F -3.188 3.188 0.993 548 1
Tadnoll M/F -3.251 3.313 0.990 957 2
Medina IVI/F -3.03 3.19 0.975


3
Fast Yar M/F -2.97 3.15 0.975


3
Axe M/F -3.066 3.166


4
Yare F -3.398 3.353


99 5
Hayle M/F -2.824 2.967


6
Weaver M/F -2.800 3.041 0.933 31 7
Brett NI/F -3.174 3.256 0.98 441 8
Chelmer M/F -3.161 3.283 0.96 443 8
Teign M/F -3.066 3.166


37 9
Hull M/F -2.971 3.148 0.983


10
Fraw M/u -3.376 3376


11
Rhyd-hir M/u -2.975 3.192


11
Glaslyn nu -3.146 3.298


11
Fraw F -2.860 3.105


11
Rhyd-hir F -2.734 2.992


11
Galslyn F -2.721 3.024


11
Idle M/u -3.047 3.200


12


F -3.084 3.221


12
Tome 1%/1/u -3.026 3.191


12


F -2.983 3.334


12
References:1 = Mann unpublisheddata 2 = Mann & Blackburn 1991, 3 = [FE Report to
NRA, 4 = South West WaterAuthority, 1979,5 = Bromidge 1990,6 = South West Water
Authority 1977,7 = M. Aprahamian,NorthwestNRA, pers. comm., 8 = Barak & Mason
1992,9 = South West WaterAuthority 1979, 10 = YorkshireWater 1989, 11 = Sinha &
Jones 1967, 12 = Carpenter, 1983.
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TABLE 17. Coefficientsfrom the least squares linear regression:logwWeight(g)=
- logwa+ logwLength(cm),for eel populations in-mainlandEurope. M= Male, F = Female,
u = undifferentiated,N = number of fish. -
Location Sex logwa b R2 N Ref
R Imsa M/F -2.898 3.073 0.949 1283 1
silver M -3.212 3.264 0.833


1
silver F- -2.854 3.048- 0.930


1
Lesina & NI/F - -3.146 3.206


41 2
Varano lagoons




Lesina
silver NI -2.606 2.912


289 2
silver F -2927 3.115


62 2
Guadalquivir u -3.172 3.255 0.972 417 3
• M -3.008 3.187 0.922 117 3
• F -3.224 3.279 0.980 94 3
Koge-Lellinge NI/F -2.799 3.017


358 4
Vester Vedsted MN -3.144 3.23


5
References: 1 = Vollestad & Jonsson 1986, 1988,2 = Rossi & Villani 1980,
3 = Fernandez - Delgado et al. 1989,4 = Rasmussen& Thirkildsen1979,5 = Rasmussen
1983.
5.4 Sex Ratios
Differencesin the proportionsof male and female eels have been recordedin estuaries,
and upper and lower sections of the fresh water catchment.In the Thames,males dominate
freshwatersites in the lower catchment(there are few eels in the upper catchment),
whereas females dominatethe saline zone (Naismith & Knights, 1990).A similar situation
occurs in the Severn system but, in addition, female eels are also prevalent in the upper
catchment (Aprahamian,1988).
In upper catchments,eel densities are lower than furtherdownstream(see Figure 3), and
Parsons et al. (1977) found that the frequency of male eels increasedwith increasing
density. However, it is not known if sex is determinedat fertilization,or if it is
determinedphenotypicallythrough environmentalinfluences.
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Whateverthe cause, the high incidenceof large femaleeels from the upper parts of river
systemshas importantmanagementconsequences.For example;the weirs and other '<
_barriersthat can inhibit the upstreammigrationof elversmay result in a pronounced
decreasein the numbers of large femalesilver eels that return to the Sargasso Sea to
spawn. This potential problem is a major reasonwhy elver migrationshould be enhanced
by the provision of passes over obstacles.
Increasingeel densities in upper catchmentsby stockingneeflsto be done with care;
overstockingcould result in more male eels beingproduced.For example, Parsons et al.
(1977) observedan increasein percentagemales from 9.3 to 86.0 of silver eels caught in
LoughNeagh,Northern Ireland, during the peffixl1965-1970.Also, they noted that each
period of elver transportand stockingin the loughhas been followedby a marked
increasein the propOrtionof males amongthe migratingsilver eels.
5.5 Age (size) of migratingsilver eels
It is generallyrecognisedthat yellow(brown)male eels metamorphoseto the silver
migratoryform at a smaller size and younger age than females. In a review of information
from many Europeanand North Africanlocations,Vollestad(1992) calculated mean
lengths (mm) and ages (years) as 406 and 6.0, respectively,for males and 623 and 8.7,
respectively,for females. He also noted a strong correlationbetweenthe age at
metamorphosisand gowth rate (r2= 0.94 for both sexes), i.e. faster growth rates were
associatedwith younger ages at migration.
The review also describeda large geographicvariationin mean age and length at
metamorphosisof both sexes, with growthrate varyingstronglywith both latitude and
longitude.There was also a correlationbetweenmeanlength at metamorphosisfrom the
yellow to the silver stage and latitudeplus longitude.
Within any one catchmentthere is a wide spreadof ages at which individualsof each sex
become silver. For example,the ages of silver,eels in the Tadnoll Brook, Dorset were
from 6 to 16 years (size range c. 300-450mm)(Mann& Blackburn, 1991). Hence, there
was a concomitantwide range in the growthrates of individualeels. Similar results are
reportedfor other populations.This means that difficultiescan arise when comparing the
growthrates of eels from differentrivers or countries.
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5.6 Stimulifor migrationof silver eels
Vollestadet al. (1986) suggestedthat temperaturesabove 1°Cand below 4°C inhibited
silver eel migration.They concludedthat day length and water temperaturewere the prime
motivationalfactorsbut that, once migrationhad started,migrationspeed was strongly
influenced_bywater discharge.In addition, Haraldstadet al. (1985) noted that migration
speed of silver eels was independentof fish length.
In the Ims-Lutsiwatercourse,Norway, the seawardmigrationof silver eels occurred
mostly at nights during the autumn at decreasingwater temperature.The maximum
migrationrate was in mid-Octoberat medium and decreasingwater discharge(Haraldstad
et cil.,1985).Most eels descendedduring the first quarterof the lunar cycle, few descended
at full moon. It seerns likelythat migrationactivityis adaptedto periods of low light
intensityrather than to lunarphasesper se. "
From 1975to 1982,water temperatureduringthe migrationperiod ranged between 11 and
17°C.From these data Haraldstadet al. (1985)concludedthat there is no particular
temperaturethat triggers the activity.This conclusioncomparesmarkedlywith test of
Vollestadet al. (1986),who foundthat eels in the 11.Imsa,Norway, migrated downstream
mostly at temperatures9-11°C,with fewer at higher and lowertemperatures.Most (90%)
of the variationwas due to water dischargeand temperature.
Most males and smaller femalesmigrated earlier than larger females,possibly because the
larger (mostlyolder) femalescame from upstreamsites in the river.
Vollestadet cll.(1994),,usingtransplanted;tagged silver eels, found that 74% of the
migratoryspeed (variationin time from releaseto subsequentrecapturein a trap at the
river outlet) was accountedfor (in order of decreasingimportance)by variation in date of
release (becauseof the associatedvariation in day length),water dischargeat time of
release, moon phase at date of release. Water temperatureat the date of release did not
explain any of the remainingvariatio, althoughit accountedfor 33% of the variation in
recapturerate (i.e. the numbersof migratingsilverswere detenninedby water
temperature).
The enhancedmigrationat higher dischargeshas the advantagethat energy requirements
are less and that downstreamdisplacementis more rapid (Jonsson, 1991).Also, predation
on the eels is more difficultunder such conditions.From tagging experiments(Vollestad
et al., 1994)concludedthat, when river conditionswere not suitable,silver eels probably
delayedmigrationuntil the followingyear.
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6. MANAGEMENTOFEELSTOCKS
6.1 Effects of elver stocking
Berg & Jorgensen (1994) considerthat the-widespreadfall in the numbersof ascending
elvers has made rehabilitationof eel fisheriesthroughfish passage constructionand habitat
improvementof streams of little relevance.However,they appear to have little support for
this opinion and, in Denmark,there has been a long traditionof stockingelvers or small
eels (1 to 20g) in lakes, usually by local commercialfishermen(Berg & Jorgensen, 1994).
Per unit area, rivers have generallyhigherproductioncapacityfor eels than lakes. Hence,
since 1987, the Danish Governmenthas fundedlarge scale stockingin waters, especially
rivers and streams, where the public has exclusiveaccess to the fishery.
In Lough Neagh, Northern Ireland, most of the elversmigratingup the River Bann are
caught and transportedto the lough (Moriarty,1990b;Wmfieldet al., 1993).The average
rate of stocking is 446 elversha', which has resultedin yields of 16.1 kg ha' of yellow
eels and 5.5 kg ha1 of silver eels. However,there has been a generaldecreasein the
numbers of River Bann elvers stocked(Table 17)and these have been supplementedwith
elvers from other catchments.In the River Shannon,elversare stocked at 357 ha', giving
a yield of 0.7 kg ha' (yelloweels) and 1.1 kg haT1of silver eels (Moriarty,1990b).
TABLE 18. Numbers of A. anguilla elvers stockedper hectare in LoughNeagh.
Years No. ha4 S.E.
1933-1947 520.2 34.5
1960-1979 342.1 32.8
1980-1992 243.2 45.1
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TABLE 19. Stockingrate and yield of A. anguillain LoughNeagh (39626 ha); -
parentheses= numbersof elvers stocked from other sources.


No. elvers
x 106
'-Yelloweel
catch (t)
Silver eel
catch (t)
1965 11.4 236 .329
1966 18.5 284 332
1967 5.7 327 242
1968 7.6 382 204
1969 12.3 368 238
1970 12.0 515 237
1971 12.5 610 233
1972 8.7 580 125
1973 7.6 561 162
1974 17.6 587 179
1975 13.9 575 187
1976 8.8 481 145
1977 19.3 454 236
1978 15.1 544 280
1979 6.3 701 341
1980 7.5 668 245
1981 9.1 680 228
1982 11.6 704 210
1983 0.7 661 203
1984 4.6(4.0) 806 166
1985 1.7 (10.9) 615 135
1986 5.5 (17.8) 521 130
1987 5.0 (13.8) 503 121
1988 7.9(6.3) 502 151
1989 4.7 642 152
1990 6.9 612 123
1991 2.0 578 121
1992 2.9(2.4) 532 148
The most extensiveelver stocking in England is carriedout by the NRA Severn-Trent
Region. Since 1973,elvershave been collectedin April/Mayas they enter the River
Severn and then reared under elevatedtemperaturesin a double-skinnedgreenhouseat
Gloucester(Bristol ChannelFisheries).On average, 15-20x 103eels, mean weight 1.5-
2.0g, are stockedfrom a boat along the WarwickshireAvon during October and
November.
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Scatter stocking in the Avon is preferredto releasingall the elvers in one place. This
practice is supported by the findingsof Berg & Jorgensen(1994)who carriedout stocking
experimentswith 0.3 to 1.1g eels. They found that, after spot stocking,densitieswere in
the range of natural densities and independentof the number stocked.Hence, the post-
stocking density representedthe carryingcapacityof the stream in question.Scatter
stocking reduced the level of density-dependentmortalityand a positive correlationwas
observed between stocking density and recoverydensity(12= 0.75).
Occasional stocking has occurredin the upper catchmentof the River Thames,both in the
past (Naismith & Knights, 1993)and in 1994(G.Armstrong,pers. comm),but there is no
regular programme of enhancement.
Tesch (1977) lists several lakes where stockinghas been beneficial,includingL. Vihn (E.
Pomerania),which was first stocked in 1909and where,over next 30 years, the yield rose
from 0.7 to 8.0 kg ha1 year'. In Polish lakes,an averageyield of 3.99 kg ha-' year' is
achieved from a stocking rate up to 96.4 elversha" (Leopold, 1985).
Tesch (1977) also noted that an appreciableincreasein yield occurs3 to 4 years after
stocking with young eels, but 8 to 10years afterstockingwith glass eels. He reported that
better results were found in southernwatersthan in central/northernEurope,presumably
because of the more rapid rates of growthin the warmerwaters.
6.2 Effects of passes and trcps
In Section 3.4 reference is made to the absenceof quantitativeinformationon the impact
of barriers to eel migration. Lack of such informationmakes assessmentof pass
constructiondifficult, althoughsome observationaldata have been collected.
In the River Nene, a barrier at the tidal limit (Dogin a Doubletsluice)near Peterborough
caused large aggregationsof eels immediatelydownstream,wherethey were vulnerableto
the effects of a sewage effluent. Installationof a pass in 1994appearsto have alleviated
this problem considerably(C. Reed pers. comm.),but furthermonitoringis required for
the full effect to be understood.
It would be a great advantageif such monitoringwas carried out in all situationswhere
ameliorativemeasures are made, althoughthe lackof data before a trap is operatedmakes
any assessment of the 'before and after' situationdifficult.
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6.3 NRaegions.
Severn-TrentNRA have a policy of installingelverpasses on weirs in the Severn
catchment,particularlyon the WarwickshireAvon. By April 1995,passes will have been
_ built as far upstreamas Evesham.Some of the passes are combinedwith an .elvertrap in
order to monitor elver runs (at a cost of ca. f5K per trap); these are at Abbey Ivfill
(Tewkesbury),Stanchard(Tewkesbury),Strensham,Eveshamand one on the main River
Severn. The overall aim is to increasethe natural migrationof young eels upstreamand,
thereby, decreasethe need for elver transport and stocking.
An elver pass was built at the head of tide (Dog in a Doubletsluice)on the RiverNene
(NRA Anglian Region) in 1994 in conjunctionwith a coarsefish pass. This was primarily
to alleviate a pollutionproblem immediatelydownstreamof the tidal bather, which
occasionallyresulted in large fish kills However,it will increasethe numbersof young
eels moving upstream,and it is hoped that other passeswill be consaucted on barriers
upstream as finds becomeavailable.
Passes for salmon have been constructedon weirs in the River Thamescatchment.These
can be utilised by largereels (ca. 30cm or more) but, under most flow conditionsthe
current velocities are too great for the small eels to swim against.The NRA Thames
Region are currentlyconsideringa proposalto constructeel passes at weirs on the lower
Thames and lower order tributaries.Passeshave been alreadyincludedin projects on the
River Wey (Stoke 1\/1111)and River Colne (StainesLino IV1111).
Other NRA Regions have no plans to install eel passes. In many cases this is because
barriers on the rivers are not a majorhandicapfor upstreammigration.In other areas, for
example in some rivers in the AnglianRegion, the constraintto such enhancementappears
to be largely fmancial.
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7. COMMERCIALFISIIERIES
Previous reports (Morrice, 1989;White & Knights, 1994)have indicatedthe problem in
assessingthe level of commercialexploitationof eel stocks in the U.K It would appear
that a similar problem exists in other,European countries.The principal difficulty is the
reluctance of commercial eel fishing interests to reveal details of their catches.
Consequently,this section adds little to what is know already concerningcommercialeel
fisheries.
A guide to regional diffLrcncesis shown (Table 19)by the numbers of commercialeel
fishing licences issued by the NRA Regions (or theirpredecessors).
TABLE 20. Numbers of commercialeel fishing licencesissued in the 10 NRA Regions
from 1983to 1991 (from MAFF Reports: Salmonand Mgratory Trout Fisheries Statistics
for England and Wales)
Year 19_ 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
Northum. 156 207 262 146 92 127 70 77 70
Yorks. 324 255 337 223 340 263 224 170 140
Anglian 555 847 1004 726 673 1040 779 835 1104
Thames 358 358 360 444 458 582 215 138 167
South.


1 30 57 54 53 75 57
Wessex 49 33 29 55 42 53 189 283 238
5.West


24 22 42 47 44 23 38 40
S-Trent 1088 851 715 631 887 739 737 767 580
Welsh 508 674 881 583 696 413 374 317 237


22 28 29 31 38 46 36 58 31
In five Regions there has been a steady decline in the numbers of licences issued
(Northumbria,Yorkshire,Thames, Severn-Trent,Welsh),but small increaseshave
occurred in the Southern and WessexRegions. The numbers issued in other Regions have
remainedrelatively stable, althoughthose in the AnglianRegion have fluctuatedthe most.
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TABLE 21. The commercialcatches(tonnes)of eels•inthe 10NRA Regionsas
compiled for EIFAC, but which are based on incompletecatchreturns.
Year 19 87 88 89 90 91
North.




Yorks - 5.24 1.84 1.12 1.18
Anglian 2.14 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00
Thames 10.12 5.30 3.69 3.05 3.94
South. 30.10 30.00 30.00 -


Wessex - 213.19 22.68 20.11 10.51
S. West L78 5.38 3.53 3.15 3.15
S-Trent 28.00 28.00 28.00 28.00 8.00
Welsh 6.81 5.83 0.78 1.01 1.54
N. West 2.76 - 0.68 3.20 1.07
Total 81.71 301.94 101.20 69.64 39.39
The data in Table 20 gives, at best, a minimumestimateof the commercialeel catch.
Catches are likely to be higher than those recordedfor EIFACbecauseof the reluctanceof
eel fishennen to divulge details of their catches (White& Knights, 1994).No sensible
managementdecisionscan be made from relianceon thesedata sets.
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8. RECOMMENDATIONSFORFUTURESTUDIES
8.1 Gcps in currentknowledge
With the exception of studies of the Thamesand Severncatchments, little is known about
UK eel stocks. The following areas of knowledgeare regarded as requiring attention:
Accuratepopulation estimates.
Size, age and sex structure,especiallyof the commercialcatches.
Age and size of male and silver eels.
Timing of elver runs and numbers/sizesmigrating.
Estimation of silver eel escapement.
Sea age of elvers as they reach the U.K. coast.
To assist in this work, the applicationof a standardage determinationmethod for eels is
required. To make the results from U.1Crivers comparablewith studies in other countries,
it is recommendedthat the burning and crackingmethod is used, as advocated by the
EIFAC Working Party on Eel and currentlyfollowedby the NRA Fish Ageing Service
(NRA Anglian Region).
8.2 Researchpriorities
Some of the recommendationslisted in this sectionwill be extremely difficult to realise
and, hence, the priority list (below) indicatesthe most tractable projects first. However, it
is worth noting that most a the projects are interrelatedand lack of knowledge on one
topic may decreasethe value of informationon other topics.
A powerful tool to assist in managementdecisionsis the use of modelling techniques. An
example of the potential value of this approachis the constructionof a compatmental
mortality model for eels in the Thames estualy (Naismith& Knights, 1990b). The authors
concludedthat, despite the poor recruitmentof elvers,the stock was not being
overexploited.Further developmentof this model for use in other situations would be
extremelyvaluable but, as with all models, its value will depend greatly on the accuracy
of the input data.
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Pnotitylist
_a) Review of age determinationmethods. Productionof short report givingpractical
details of recommended(standard) procedure (for NRA biologistsand others).
Monitoringof elver runs and establishmentof elverpasses on key rivers in all or
most NRA Regions.
Data: Numbersper month, per year; size & age structure.
Monitoringof silver eel runs on key rivers; assessmentof the impactof restricted
elver migrationon the subsequentnumbers of femalesilver eels.
Data: Numbers per month, per year; age & size structureof males and females.
Electrofishingsurveys of selected rivers with eels as the target species.Population
estimationby catch depletion methods, using at least 3 repeatedfishings.
Surveysrepeated at 2 year intervals.
Data: Numbers m-2,Biomass g n12with confidencelimits; Age & size structure,sex
ratios.
Monitoringof eel stocks in estuaries and coastalwaters (using methodologydeveloped
to monitor marine fish stocks).
Data: Size & age structure,sex ratios.
Commercialcatches: further attempts need to be made to obtain accuratecatch
returns, or catch data, from commercialfishermen.This may requirepurchase of
catches from selectedfishermen (or fishermenchosen at random).
Data: Numbers caught - annual variation, seasonalvariation,regionalvariation.Size
& agestructure,sex ratios.
Developmentof models to assess the impactof naturaland fishingmortalityon the
different life stages of male and female eels, and to predict the effect of changesin
elver recruitment and fishing mortality.
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APPENDIXA.
Extract from EIFAC/XV111/94/Irif.5(1994)
ANNEXF
OUTLINEOFRESEARCHAND MONITORINGREQUIREIVIENIS
Jan Klein Bretelerand WillemDekker
During the Eighth Sessionof the ELFACWorkingPartyonEel the measures required for
a comprehensiveresearchprogrammefor the managementof eel stocks and fisheries were
discussed.The major questionsconfrontingscientistsand the requiredresearch to answer
them are set out blow, underheadingscorrespondingto the life stages of the eel.
The first step would be the appointmentof a coordinatinggroup to agree on priorities and
propose a more detailedprogramme.
1. OCEANICSTAGES
a. Did oceanichydrographychange in such a way since the early 1980sthat larvae
and/or leptocephalirecruitmenton continentalshelf of Europe or return of silver eels
diminished?
literaturestudy
use of existing data on hydrography(inventoryof sources)
- comparisonto Cod & ClimateConference
b. Did the quality of water in the SargassoSea suddenlychange in the early 1980s? 

literaturestudy
inventoryof sources
- analysisof existing data
c. Is there only one stock ?
- geneticsstudy
- samplingprogrammeEuropeanscale
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2. RECRUITMENTTO GROWTHSTAGE(GLASSEELS AND ELVERS)
Does stock-wideoverfishingoccur ?
- samplingprogrammeon a Europeanscale (stratified)
- focus on peak migration
quantify catch and exploitationlevel locally
quantify and qualify growth environmentlocally
- estimate level of allowableexploitation,i.e. without detrimentaleffect on local
spawnerproduction
co-ordinationon stock-widescale
b. To which level has anthropogenicinterventionreduced availablesuitable
environment?
1. Barriers
- experimentswith different stages of elvers
height, slope, texture of passes
- attracting streams (location,ratio to flux etc.)
2. Samplingprogrammeon Europeanscale
(this logicallyfollows 1, which determinesthe characteristicsof suitable environment)
- referenceto historicalperiod (early this century)
- quantificationof availablesuitable environmentcurrentlyunder-utilised
stock-widecoordination
3. GROWINGSTAGES(YELLOWEEL)
a. To what extent have existing habitatsbeen degraded?
1. Experimentson factors affectinglocal populationdensities,includingvalidation in
field
substrate
- structure/vegetation
food
water wiality
- bottom quality
2. Analysis of factors influencinggrowth
- available data (existing subgroupon growth)
- experimentally
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3. Monitoringof environmentalqualityon Europeanscale
reference to historicalperiod (as earlyas possible, 1950s, 1960s ?)
- quality both with respectto growthand density
- centralisedco-ordination
b. Does stock-wideoverfishingoccur ?
- assessmentof local fisherieson localscale
- integrationto stock-widelevel (becauseof local differences,this will necessarily be
of much less detail than the best assessedareas)
4. SPAWNERESCAPEMENT,SILVERFELS
To what extent and in what way do artificialbarriersinipedemigration ?
- quantificationof effect of migrationbarriers
- quantificationof number of migrationbarriers
improvements,deflectionutilities etc.
b. What effect do contaminationand parasiteshave on spawningprospects ?
1. Experimentalapproach
- focus on fat soluble contaminantsand/orAnguillicola
variable levels of contamination/infection
- experimentalsimulationof migrationexpenditure
- experimentalsimulationof oceanicconditions(swimming distance, time, pressure,
etc.)
- contaminationof spawnerproductsof artificiallymaturedeels
2. Monitoringof spawnerquality stock-wide
- PCBs etc.
- Anguillicola
- stock-wideco-ordination
c. What effects will the stockingof glass eels fromother catch areas have on spawning
prospects ?
- experimentalapproach
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In what way do sex ratios of silver eels vary throughoutthe habitat ?
r survey of literature
- enhancedsampling
What is the level of spawnerescapement?
- local samplingprogrammes
- stock-wideoverfishing
- stock-wideco-ordination
APPENDIX II
Eel population densities in 7 NRA Regionsand Scotlandobtainedfrom NRA (WA) fish
survey reports and some scientificpublications.Data for the Severn-TrentRegion aregiven in Table 6. Eel populationdensities:Occ number of sites with eels/totalnumber
of sites surveyed; N 100n12 and kg 100m-2valuesare based on sites containingeels only.
1. NRA NorthwestRegion
River Dec. N 100m-2 S.E. Mm. Max.
1971




Caldew 215 4.0



1991




Lime 93/141 222 0.29 0.10 13.60
1992




Bela 34/38 3.89 1.01 0.35 33.75Leven 10/54 1.57 0.83 0.12 8.48Ribble 15/42 3.56 0.93 0.50 12.50Weaver 13/109 4.34 2.84 0.10 36.00Wyre 31/45 5.49 1.08 0.20 28.75
1993




Calder 15/18 7.30 3.47 1.42 54.17Crake 23/24 10.39 6.80 0.32 159.24Duddon 18/32 2.11 0.48 0.63 9.47Ehen 30/32 4.52 0.90 027 22.76Gowy 15/38 4.93 0.60 1.10 8.30Hodder 39/70 2.19 0.36 0.15 8.80Wural
(brooks)
2/23 11.50 10.50 1.00 22.00
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2. NRA Northumbda& Yorkshhe


A Occurrencedata only:



River 1991 1992 1993


Aln 9/9 17/18 11/13


Blyth 9/9 8/8 3/5


Coquet 3/6 9/10 8/11


Tyne, main


1/1 9/9


Tyne, North 12113 41/42 38/42


Tyne, South 10/11 6/10 16/21


Wansbeck 10/10 16/17 6/7


Wear 10/10 14/18 10/15
Occurrencedata and populationdensities:
West Beck (R.Hull) Occ. Mean S.E. IVfm. Max.
1988N 100n12 2/2 23.2


4.7 41.7
kg 100m-2 2/7 2.22 — 0.59 3.85
1989N 100n12 9/9 32.34 10.10 1.20 93.8
kg 100m2 9/9 2.64 0.70 0.18 7.15
Other rivers (Aire, Calder,Rother,mid/upperDon)
Sparse numbersof eels presentbecause of polluted natureof the rivers (Dr S.Axford,
NRA, pers.comm.).
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3. NRA WelshRegion•
(Turnpenny, 1983)
North Wales Occ. Mean S.E. Min. Max.
N 100n12 8/25 18.50 11.40 1.00 96.00
g 100m-2 8/25 0.61 0.16 0.11 1.25
Mid Wales




N 100m-2 5/25 6.40 0.26 2.00 16.00
g 100m-2 5/25 0.44 0.15 0.14 0.86
Mean weight (g) per eel = 77.638 (S.E. 9.97).
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4. NRA SouthernRegion
River Occ. Mean S.E. Min. Max.
Test 1991-91




N 100M2 9/9 8.5 3.4 0.2 29.9
kg 100M2 9/9 1.19 0.47 0.11 3.60
Arun 1990-93




N 100m-2 6/6 ,12.4 5.0 3.2 25.4
kg 100re 6/6 0.83 0.20 0.39 1.62
Rother 1991-93




N 100m-2 10/10 8.0 6.0 0.3 6.1
kg 100m-2 10/10 0.43 0.15 0.03 1.53
Cuckmere 1992




N 100m-2 3/3 4.1 1.4 2.0 6.6
kg 100m-2 3/3 0.32 0.10 0.22 0.52
Pagham Rife 1992




N 100rri2 1/1 4.9



kg 100m-2 1/1 0.69



Adur 1991-93




N 100m-2 8/8 14.6 8.5 0.3 63.6
kg 100n12 8/8 0.84 0.33 0.03 2.98
Ouse 1990-91
kg 100m-2 5/5 0.67 0.16 0.26 1.07
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5. NRA SouthwesternRegion
River Occ. Mean S.E. Mm. Max.
ISLE OF WIGHT
1993




Medina 3/3



N 100m-2


11.1 2.0 7.3 14.1
kg 100n12


1.74 0.49 0.76 2.29
Pastern Yar 4/7



N 100n12


19.3 6.1 1.0 3.7
kg 100m-2


1.73 0.34 1.06 2.68
HANTS/DORSET -




Avon 1990 3/3



N 100m-2


3.0 1.5 0.6 5.8
kg 100m-2


0.55 0.21 0.19 0.93
Dockens 1990 1/1



N 100m-2


2.67



kg 100m-2


0.14



Frome 1990 6/6



N 100m-2


11.2 2.0 4.1 16.7
kg 100M2


1.20 0.12 0.81 1.53
Mll Stream 1967 1/1



N 100n12


314.0



kg 100ne


2.94



Sydling 1970 1/1



N 100m-2


5.2 1.2


Piddle 1990 3/3



N 100n12


6.9 1.5 4.6 9.7
kg 100m-2


0.76 0.38 0.29 1.50
Stour 1992 30/30



N 100m-2


1.2 0.2 0.1 4.8
kg 100m-2


0.31 0.06 0.01 1.33
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NRA SOUTHWESTERNREGION- continued:
River Occ. Mean S.E. MIñ. Max.
SOMERSET1990
BristolFrome 6/7



N 100m-2


11.7 0.7 0.1 4.4
kg 100n12


0.19 0.08 0.01 0.51
BristolAvon 8/8



N 100m-2


0.4 0.3 0.1 2.1
kg 100m-2


0.11 0.09 0.01 0.62
Frome 15/15



N 100m-2_


1.3 0.4 0.1 4.6
kg 100m-2


0.46 0.14 0.02 1.46
Avontribs. 40/40



N 100m-2


3.1 0.7 0.1 19.6
kg 100n12


0.35 0.06 0.01 1.30
CongresbutyYeo 2/2



N 100n12


0.13


0.11 0.15
IC Sedgemoor 2/2



N 100m-2


0.6


0.4 0.8
kg 100m-2


0.02


0.01 0.03
Washford1992 1/1



N 100m-2


5.2



kg 100m2


0.28



Arvin 1992 3/3



N 100m-2


1.6 0.5 0.9 2.6
kg 100m-2


1.52 0.47 0.84 2.42
Homer 1992-93 6/6



N 100n12


20.0 4.6 2.5 30.4
kg 100m-2


0.55 0.14 0.12 1.09
Brue& tribs. 36/36



N 100m12


10.5 2.7 0.1 9.41
kg 100m-2


0.55 0.10 0.01 2.25
Axe & tribs. 30/30



N 100m-2


12.0 2.8 1.7 45.0
kg 100n12


1.12 0.20 0.15 2.91
B-Tauntoncanal 11/11



N 100m-2


3.1 2.4 0.5 8.4
kg 100n12


0.45 0.09 0.06 1.12
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NRA SOUTH WESTERNREGION- continued:
River Occ. Mean S.E. Mn. Max.
YEO-PARRETT




Parrett 42/42



N 100m-2


10.5 3.0 0.1 104.1
kg 100n12


0.83 0.18 0.02 3.39
Yeo & tribs. 35/35



N 100m-2


3.9 0.9 0.1 22.6
kg 100n12


0.38 0.08 0.01 2.44
Tone & tribs. 8/8



N 100m-2


1.6 0.6 0.2 5:0
kg 100m-2


0.39 0.08 0.23 0.62
DEVON/CORN.




Dart 1987 38/43



N 100m-2


17.8 3.3 0.0 101.6
Tamar 1978 31/34



N 100m-2


4.5 1.0 0.0 27.8
kg 100m-2


0.11 0.02 0.0 0.41
EXE & TRIBS.




Upper Exe 1977 14/17



N 100m-2


1.8 0.4 0.0 4.7
Ciilm 1981 21/22



N 100m-2


25.3 9.6 0.0 211.6
kg 100m-2


0.82 0.30 0.0 6.45
Creedy 1978 8/12



N 100m-2


6.2 2.5 0.0 26.6
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NRA SOUTHWESTERNREGION- continued:
River Occ. Mean S.E. Min. Max.
Otter 1978 12/12



N 100m-2


15.7 2.6 6.1 28.2
Teign 1979 13/15



N 100m-2


7.0 2.4 0.0 35.3
kg 100m-2


0.07 0.01 0.0 0.16
Lyn 1980 3/10



N 100m-2


6.2 5.3 0.8 16.8
Mole 1983 -21/21



N 100ni2


8.4 1.7 1.0 36.4
Camel 1988 16/17



N 100m-2


10.6 2.9 0.0 42.1
Torridge 1986 22/29



N 100m-2


4.5 1.5 0.0 38.4
kg 100m-2


0.11 0.02 0.0 0.50
Taw 1987 4/4



N 100m-2


21.0 10.2 2.1 49.7
kg 100m-2


0.20 0.07 0.06 0.38
Fal 1978 6/10



N 100m-2


40.4 32.5 0.0 329.5
kg 100m-?•


0.04 0.03 0.0 0.29
Hayle 1977 5/9



N 100m-2


17.6 6.3 0.0 45.0
kg 100m-2


0.97 0.36 0.0 2.68
Plym 1982 14/14



N 100ny2


25.3 41.6 0.8 157.4
kg 100m2


0.39 0.06 0.09 0.81
Trenant 1982 5/5



N 100m-2


13.8 10.6 1.3 56.3
kg 100m-2


0.35 0.17 0.08 1.02
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6.NRA. Anglian Region




River Occ. Mean S.E. Min. Max.
Yare 1987 15/15



N WO&


3.9 0.8 0.6 11.3
kg 100m-2


0.55 0.08 -0.14 1.15
40 Foot 1990 13/13



N 100m-2


0.9



kg 100m-2


0.15



Louth Nav. 1992




N 100m-2)e/f 7/7 7.8



kg 100n121e/f


0.70



N 100m-2)net 6/6 2.8



kg 100n12)net


0.32



Ancholme 1993




N 100m-2)e/f 6/6 1.0



kg 100m-2)e/f


0.22



N 100m-21net 7/7 0.1



kg 100m-21net


0.01



Lincs. Drains 1982 ?/45



N 100m-2


3.3 1.0 0.0 24.8
kg 100m-2


0.25 0.08 0.0 1.91
Witham 1982




N 100m-2}ea' 11/11 3.0 1.0 0.9 9.4
kg 100m2}e/f


0.49 0.12 0.07 0.98
N 100m-21net 6/6 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.8
kg 100m2}net


0.01 0.01 0.01 0.06
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NRA ANGLIANREGION- continued:
River Occ. Mean S.E. Min.


NENE CATCHMENT
Nene 1989




N 100n12)e/f 11/13 0.4 0.2 0.0 2.0kg'100m-2)e/f


0.18 0.08 0.0 0.90
N 100n12)net 20/47 0.15 0.02 0.0 0.4
kg 100n12)net


0.02 0.01 0.0 0.11
Ise 1989 1/5



N 100m-2


0.1



kg 100n12


0.05



Harpers Brook 1992 1/5



N 100m-2


0.35



kg 100m-2


0.04



Willow Brook 1989 6/9



N 100m-2


0.9 0.5 0.0 3.0kg 100m-2


0.28 0.14 0.0 0.87Moreton'sLearn '92 2/2



N 100m-2


0.8



kg 100m-2


0.08



Holland Drains '91 1/1



N 100n12


4.0



kg 100m-2


0.57
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Location N 100n12
Nun.'Max.
Naismith& Knights(1993)


Estuarytributaries 0.6 113.9
Othertributaries 0.0 4.0
RiverThames 0.0 6.0
B. DatafromNRAThames-749sites
ca. 549sites: 0.0 0.001
ca. 200sites: over0.001
Scotland
River No.
sites
Mean S.E. A/fin. Max.
MILLS(1970)
EdenWater1969 5



N 100m-2


132.4 26.8 40.0 197.0
kg 100m-2


3.27 1.08 0.79 6.10
EdenWater1970 1



N 100m-2


44.4 2.9 3.6 48.0
kg 100m-2


1.05 0.14 0.89 1.46
HUSSEIN(1981)




Tweedtribs:




EdenWater




N 100m-2


93.0



kg 100m-2


3.28



LeetWater




N 100m-2


36.0



kg 100m-2


2.16



EddlestonWater




N 100m-2


20.0



kg 100m-2


0.85



LeaderWater




N 100m-2


13.0



kg 100m-2


0.36
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APPENDIXC
Summaryof informationon the swim bladderparasiteAnguillicola(Tarsus(Nematoda).
The nematodeparasiteAnguillicolaapssus is causing increasingconcernamongst
commercialeel fishermen.TheNRA Anglian Region is currentlycarryingout a study of
the problem, so this sectionis confmedto a summaryof the publishedinformationon the
parasite in the U.K
This parasite occurs in the swim bladderof the Europeaneel but it is a native parasite of
Anguillajcponica Temminnck& Schlegel in Japan. It was first observedin Europe in
1980but has since spreadrapidly,probably as a result of the extensivemovement of eels
within and acrossnational boundariesfor the purposes of stockingaquaculture(Kennedy
& Fitch, 1990).
It was first reported in Britain in late 1987,but by late 1988gravidfemales were present
in several rivers in easternEngland.This spread is probablycorrelatedwith the movement
of lorries in Fast Anglia associatedwith the exportationof eels to the continent, or with
the importof eels into London(Pilcher & Moore, 1993).
The parasite needs an intermediatehost, usually Copepoda(e.g. Cyclops) but other
invertebratessuch as juvenile Ganmarus (Amphipoda)have been implicated.Also other
fish species,such as the smelt Osmeruseperlams L., may be able to act as intermediate
hosts (Pilcher & Moore, 1993)althoughthe parasite may not reach the adult stage (De•
Charleroyet al., 1990).
In the River Thames,a 12 to 32% variation in infectionwas observedduring 1988to
1992,shortly after the parasitewas first detectedin the U.K (Pilcher& Moore, 1993).
Parasite densitiesranged from 1 to 5 nematodesper eel.
At present the impactof the parasite on U.K or Europeanstocks is not known. A
commercialeel fishermanin East Anglia noted that, althoughthe presence of the parasite
did not affect its market value,he could lose up to 10%of his catch during transportation(verbal communicationwith the author). It has been suggestedthat the invasion of the
parasite into eel swim-bladderscould impair the migrationof maturingsilver eels back to
the SargassoSea However,there are no data to supportor contradictthis idea. Possible
lessons may be learnedfrom a study of the parasite in its originalhost, the Japaneseeel
A. jcponica
The parasite is now fmnly establishedin the U.K and, with present knowledge,it cannot
be eradicated.
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